Past research has shown that various types of computer assistance can reduce translation effort and improve translation quality over manual translation. This paper directly compares two common assistance types -selection from lists of translation options, and postediting of machine translation (MT) output produced by Google Translate -across two significantly different subject domains for Chinese-to-English translation. In terms of translation effort, we found that the use of options can require less technical effort than MT post-editing for a domain that yields lowerquality MT output. In terms of translation quality, our analysis suggests that individual preferences play a more decisive role than assistance type: a translator tends to consistently work better either with options or with MT post-editing, regardless of domain and of their translation ability.
Introduction
State-of-the-art computer-assisted translation (CAT) systems offer many types of assistance to the human translator. Most studies have focused on investigating whether such assistance -including translation memory, Machine Translation (MT) output, and word and phrase translation optionsresults in higher productivity and better quality when compared with unassisted translation (Plitt & Masselot, 2010; Zhechev, 2012; Green et al., 2013; Aranberri et al., 2014; Gaspari et al., 2014) . Less attention, however, has been devoted to comparing the relative merits of these assistance types. This paper presents a direct comparison between two common types, namely, selection from translation options, and post-editing of MT output, with Google Translate as the MT system. We analyze these two assistance types along two dimensions:
Translation effort. Translation effort can be measured in terms of time or the amount of editing. Previous research has found between-translator variance of the number of post-editing operations to be lower than that of post-editing time (Tatsumi and Roturier, 2010; Koponen, 2012; Koponen et al., 2012) . Therefore, we will hold temporal effort as constant, and instead measure technical effort (Krings, 2001) , by explicitly measuring the amount of editing and the number of clicks needed for selecting options. We investigate which assistance type requires less effort, across two domains that differ in terms of MT output quality.
Translation quality. We measure whether either of these assistance types results in better human translations. Past studies have suggested that individual work style is an important factor (e.g., Koehn and Germann, 2014) ; this study provides further evidence by analyzing a number of other possible factors, including the effect of different domains and translator abilities.
Previous work
As publicly available MT systems continue to improve, human translators increasingly adopt postediting of MT output to boost their productivity. Naturally, the quality of the output is a major factor that determines its benefits. It has been shown that better MT systems generally yield greater productivity gains (Koehn and Germann, 2014) . Even state-of-the-art MT systems, however, tend to produce lower-quality output for source sentences from more specialized domains, because of mismatched data. For these domains, the available bilingual data is often insufficient to train a statistical MT system. An alternative is to infer word and phrase alignments from the limited data available, to be offered as translation options to the human translators. A research question that remains under-investigated is whether the use of options or MT output post-editing is more suitable for domains with varying levels of MT output quality.
Two previous studies have evaluated both the use of options and MT post-editing, 1 but on only a single domain. One involved monolingual translators with no knowledge of the source language (Koehn, 2010) . They were asked to translate news stories from Arabic and Chinese to English, aided by post-editing and translation options. The study found no significant difference between the two assistance types for Arabic but better performance with options for Chinese. The other study was concerned with French-to-English translation on the news domain (Koehn, 2009b) . Each of three kinds of assistance -prediction of the next word/phrase, options, and MT post-editing -improved translation productivity and quality overall. Most relevant for our study, MT post-editing outperformed options, saving 1 second per word and achieving a 4% higher correctness rate (Koehn, 2009b:p.250 ,  Table 2 ). This paper further compares these two assistance types in terms of a number of other factors. One factor is the subject domain. We consider whether two domains, one resource-rich and the other resource-poor, may favor different assistance types. Another factor is individual preference for specific assistance types. In the aforementioned study, half of the subjects achieved higher rates of correct translations with options, and the other half the opposite (Koehn, 2009b:p.250 , Table 2 ). Using a larger pool of subjects, we investigate correlations between translation quality and other variables, namely, different domains and translator abilities.
Experimental setup

Domains
We chose two contrasting domains on which to conduct our experiments. The first is a resourcerich domain with many commercial MT systems trained with similar bilingual data; the second is resource-poor with limited samples of bilingual sentences, and would be considered out-of-domain for most commercial MT systems.
• "Multi UN" domain. This domain consists of a corpus of United Nations documents published between January 2000 and March 2010 (Eisele and Chen, 2010) . Among the largest parallel corpora available for Chinese and English (Tian et. al, 2014) , the corpus has a total of 9.6 million aligned sentences. 
Translation assistance types
For each domain, we compared two translation assistance types:
• Translation options. The user first selects translation options for phrases in the source sentence, and then further edits the resulting target sentence (see next section for a description of the interface). 3 we aligned the Chinese and English texts in the Literary domain using Microsoft's "Bilingual Sentence Aligner" tool, 4 followed by manual review to exclude false matches. We then used Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to extract alignments between Chinese and English and used these to construct our phrase table.
• MT output post-editing. The user postedits the translation produced by a fully automatic MT system; in our case, the Google Translate system (translate.google.com). An alternative approach would have been to train statistical machine translation models using the respective bilingual datasets described in the previous section. We trained such a model for the Multi UN domain using Moses MT (Koehn et al., 2007) ; the resultant model achieved a TER of 56.9 on the test set (see Section 3.4) when measured against the reference translation, which was on a par with the TER of 58.3 achieved by Google Translate. For the Literary domain, however, it would be impractical to train such a model, given the limited amount of data available. A possible mitigation is to attempt domain adaptation (e.g., Song et al., 2012) , but this method would introduce a possibly confounding variable. Instead, for more straightforward comparison, we made use of Google Translate, a generalpurpose and widely used MT system, on both domains. Figure 1 shows the interface used in our experiments for displaying translation options. The user is presented with a list of translation options for phrases in the source sentence, in decreasing order of the frequency with which they occur in the training data.
Interface
5 Such matches may be strings of any length, and are chosen using forward maximal matching against the phrase table. For each matched phrase, the translation with the highest frequency is pre-selected by default; for example, "China is a" is pre-selected on the first row in Figure 1 . The user may substitute one of the proposed alternatives in place of the pre-selected option. Selections are made as an on-off toggle with a maximum of one selection per row, and a null selection can be made by clicking any selected translation to deselect it. Clicking on an item immediately substi-tutes it into the appropriate location in the proposed translation string. For example, in Figure 2 , the English translation "contraction" has been selected over the default "austerity" on the fifth row; and the null selection has been made on the second and seventh rows. Once all such choices have been made, the user edits the string composed of the choices made for each phrase.
Additional features commonly included in production CAT systems, such as the ability to add new entries to the phrase table and to dynamically update frequencies of phrase table items were disabled during our experiment to avoid complicating our results with factors that would likely vary depending upon the amount of text reuse within each passage in the test set.
To make the translation procedure as similar as possible in both MT post-editing and options cases, the text for the MT post-editing evaluations was fetched beforehand from Google Translate and imported into the same environment used for the options experiments, where it was presented for post-editing in the same manner as for the options case, but without displaying any matches from a phrase table.
In what follows, we use "default selections" to refer to the initial selections as presented to the user (and their concatenation), "user selections" for the actual combination of selections ultimately chosen by the user (and the corresponding string), and "final translation" for the finished translation created by post-editing of the user selections. and one alternative selection (row 5). This set of selections corresponds to a total of three clicks, the minimum number required to produce this set of selections.
Procedure
Twenty-four Masters-level students in the Translation Department, at a university in which English is the primary language of teaching, participated in this study.
6 They were all native speakers of Mandarin and highly competent in English.
The students performed translations in four 45-minute sessions: Multi UN post-editing, Multi UN options, Literary post-editing, and Literary options. In each session, they translated continuous passages of Chinese text from the appropriate domain into English using the interface describe above. For the post-editing sessions, the output of Google Translate was provided in the same interface, with the options table hidden. The students were not allowed to use any additional translation aids, with the exception of a single specified online dictionary (cdict.net). The translation had to be completed in the allotted time; thus, we held translation time as a constant, and measured differences in translation effort and quality in the four sessions.
Our test sets contained data similar to but excluded from the data used to create the phrase table. For the Literary domain, this consisted of sections of text from chapters 52 onwards; for the Multi UN domain, we selected document fragments immediately post-dating the latest documents in the corpus. 7 For each domain, we used the same test set for both assistance types, while ensuring that each student translated a different source text using options to the text they post-edited from MT. We asked two different students to translate the same passage under each condition.
After the translations had been completed, each student was asked to evaluate the quality of the translations of four other students, two of whom had translated the same passage using options and two of whom had translated this same passage by post-editing MT output. These four translations were presented in a differing random order each time so that the evaluators had no way of knowing which translator or which assistance type corresponded to any given part of the translation. Students were asked to give a holistic rating from 1 to 5 of the quality of each translation. There was substantial agreement among the annotators. 43% of quality annotations differed by 1 or less between the two annotators who evaluated the same translation, and 87% differed by 2 or less.
Experimental results
We first discuss our results on the amount of translation effort required (Section 4.1), and then the factors impacting translation quality (Section 4.2). Table 1 reports the average technical translation effort for each of the four sessions. For MT postediting ("PE MT "), we measure the effort using Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover et. al, 2006) . This metric, used also in a number of previous studies (e.g., Koponen 2012; Koponen 2013; Koehn and Germann 2014) , reflects the number of edit operations performed per 100 words of the final translation.
Translation effort
For the use of options, we measure two kinds of effort ("Options+PE user "). The first kind is the effort for selecting options ("Options"). Rather than the raw number of clicks, we report instead the number of clicks (i.e. options chosen) per 100 words of the final translation, to facilitate a more natural comparison with the TER figures. We considered only the final user selection -i.e. for a given word, clicking the second suggested translation, and then clicking the third suggestion thereby replacing it, would count as one click not two. The second kind is the effort for post-editing the user selections into the final translation ("PE user "), again reported as TER. As a baseline, we also include the hypothetical TER for post-editing the default selections into the final translation without using options ("PE default ").
As shown in Table 1 , for every 100 words in the Literary domain, the use of options reduced the number of edits (TER) from 65.1 to 48.8, at the cost of 25.7 clicks. The editing effort compares favorably to MT post-editing, whose relatively high TER of 61.0 reflects the poor quality of MT output in the face of out-of-domain sentences. Assuming that less effort is needed to click than to edit a word, it can be argued that the use of options requires less technical effort for this domain.
In the Multi UN domain, the use of options again reduced the TER, from 47.4 to 36.1, at the cost of 12.0 clicks. The TER for MT post-editing, however, was even lower, at 27.3. This result suggests that for a resource-rich domain with MT systems trained with matching data, the higher quality of the MT output outweighs the reduction in effort brought by the options.
The number of clicks per 100 words is notably higher for the Literary domain than the Multi UN. This can be explained by modern Chinese having longer average word length than literary Chinese. Furthermore, UN documents tend to contain repeated technical terms and phrases that are identified and matched as single phrases when they reoccur.
One factor that could potentially influence our results is the degree to which the translator selects the option in the "optimal" manner. As observed by Koehn (2009b) , when the translator saw an option that was suitable, he or she might have simply typed it in, rather than using the clicking mechanism to insert. To investigate whether this was a common phenomenon, we needed to compare actual user selection of options to the hypothetically "ideal" selections, given the final translation. To do this, we calculated the optimal set of selections that would have resulted in the closest string to that user's final translation, as measured by TER. On the Literary domain, the selections chosen by several translators had the same TER as the optimal selections, and average user selection performance was within 10% of ideal performance. 8 On the Multi UN domain, only one translator's selections scored the same as the ideal selections, and average user performance was within 20% of ideal. These figures confirm that while translators may have been influenced by options that they did not select, they only rarely failed to select options that would have reduced the technical effort required for their final translation. Table 1 . Technical translation effort for using MT post-editing ("PE MT ") and options ("Options+PE user "), and the baseline of post-editing directly from default selections without using options ("PE default "). The effort is expressed by the number of clicks per 100 words for selecting options, and by the TER for post-editing from Google Translate output ("PE MT ") or from the user selections ("PE user "). Table 2 shows the average translation quality for different combinations of domains and assistance types. Despite their different levels of translation effort, all four yielded similar average quality scores, with MT post-editing on the Multi UN domain scoring slightly higher. This is likely explained in part by the fact that Google Translate uses UN documents as training data, and thus performs particularly well on material from this domain. 9 These averages, however, mask some 8 That is, on average the amount of post-editing work that a user could have avoided if he or she had chosen precisely those options that would minimize such work was less than 10% of his or her total post-editing work, as measured by the TER metric. Table 2 . Average translation quality by assistance type and domain as measured by manual evaluation.
Domain
Translation quality
Options vs. post-editing. Of the 24 students, 10 scored higher in both domains when using options, 11 scored higher in both domains using postediting; only three scored higher on the Literary domain using options but scored lower with it on the UN domain. There was thus a strong correlation between difference in options-based quality and post-edit-based quality in the two domains (Pearson correlation coefficient: r=0.84, p<0.01). Figure 3 illustrates this correlation as a graph; with the exception of the three data points in the lowerright quadrant, x-y pairs are always either both positive or both negative. In other words, the options consistently helped some students to create higher quality translations, while other students consistently produced higher quality translations by post-editing, even for two domains with significant differences in MT output quality. We can thus divide our translators into two main groups: those who on both domains improved their translation quality with options (which we term the "Options+" group), and those who showed improved quality with MT post-editing ("Options-"). Table 3 shows the consistent gap in average quality score between options and MT post-editing for these two groups. Figure 3 . Improvement in manual quality assessment score using options on the Multi UN domain vs. improvement using options on the Literary domain. Table 3 . Translation quality as measured by manual evaluation, grouped by those whose translation quality increased with options (+) and those whose quality decreased (-).
Group
Assistance uptake. We next investigated whether members of the Options-group were unable or unwilling to make use of the options, similar to the "refuseniks" identified by Koehn (2009b) . As shown in Table 4 , the average number of clicks per 100 words among members of the Options-group was somewhat below those of Options+ for both domains (22.6 vs 26.2 for Literary, and 11.1 vs 12.2 for Multi UN); but these figures are still broadly comparable, indicating that both groups did make use of options. Additionally, both the highest and lowest numbers of clicks per 100 words (2.0 and 47.2 respectively) for a document in the Literary domain occurred in the Options-group, strongly suggesting that other factors beyond whether or not users made use of options affected the degree to which they benefited from their presence. There was however a clear correlation (r=0.69, p<0.01) between how often an individual user clicked on one domain and on the other, indicating that user preference is a more important factor than domain in determining assistance uptake. Translator ability. Finally, we considered the possibility that only more advanced translators benefited from the options, or vice versa. The average per-translator per-domain quality scores ranged from 3.3 to 4.9, confirming the existence of variation in individual translator ability. Looking at the absolute quality scores for the Options+ and Options-groups, we found the same average score of 4.1 for both groups when averaged over all four of each individual's translations. The strongest and weakest performing individuals were both in the Options+ group, demonstrating that both strong and weak translators can and do benefit from options, though not all do. These results suggest that translator ability does not determine whether or not options are beneficial. In summary, regardless of the differences in domain and the quality of MT output, and regardless of their translation competence, some translators consistently produced better translations with MT post-editing than with options, even though they made full use of options; others showed the opposite tendency, again consistently so.
Domain
Conclusions
This paper has presented a study on the use of word and phrase translation options and MT postediting. We compared a resource-rich domain that benefits from an MT system with matching training data, and a resource-poor one that yields lowerquality MT output. We found that the use of options required less technical effort than MT postediting for the latter domain, but not for the former. In terms of translation quality, however, we found that individual translators exhibited consistent preferences for either options or MT postediting across two domains: those whose translations improved when using options as compared with MT post-editing benefitted more from this type of assistance regardless of domain, and likewise those who did better without it again did so without respect to domain. Furthermore, we found that improvement in translation quality was not simply a function of translation ability, nor was it merely a matter of whether or not translators engaged with options selecting functionality of the CAT system. We therefore echo Koehn (2009b) 's suggestion that more study is needed into the cognitive processes of translation and how these may explain these different outcomes.
